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THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION. 
SECTION L. 

EDUCATIONAl. SCIENCE. 

0PEI'Jl'W ADDRESS DY SIR WILLIAM DE \V. AB:-IEY, K.C.B., 
D.C.L., D.Sc., F.R.S., PRESIDE!>T OF THE SECTION. 

THE Section over which I have the honour to preside 
deals with every branch of education. It is manifest that 
in an Address your President cannot deal with all of them, 
and it remained for me to choose one on which I might 
remark with advantage. As my official work during the 
last thirty-three years has been connected with education 
in science, I think I cannot do better than take as my 
subject the action that the State has takf'n in encouraging 
this form of education, and to show that through such 
action there has been a development of scientific instruction 
amongst the artisan population and in secondary day 
schools. The development may not indeed have been to the 
extent hoped for, but it yet remains that solid progress has 
been made. 

I have chosen the subject deliberately, as I find that there 
are very few of those who have the interests of education 
strongly at heart, or who freely criticise those who have 
borne the burden of the past, that have any knowledge of 
t!1e trials and difficulties (some of its own creating, but 
others forced on it by public opinion) which the State, as 
represented by the now defunct Science and Art Depart
ment, had to contend with in its unceasing missionary 
efforts in the cause of scientific instruction. I shall not 
attempt to do more than show that whatever its defect may 
have been in tact, . whatever its shortcomings in method, 
that Department sttll deserved well of the country for the 
work that it did in regard to the fostering of scientific 
instruction in the country at large. 

As far back as 1852 the Government of the day, in
very largely by the Prince Consort, realised that 

tt had an educational duty to perform to the industrial 
Whether it was influenced by philanthropic 

mottves or from the evidence before it that if Great Britain 
was to maintain its commercial and industrial supremacy 
scientific instruction was a necessity, it matters little. The 
fact remains that it determined that the industrial classes 
should have an opportunity of acquiring that particular kind 
of knowledge which would be 01 service to them as crafts. 
men. In this year 1852 the Speech from the Throne con
tained these words : " The advancement of Fine Arts and 
of Practical Science will be readily recognised by you as 
worthy of a great and enlightened nation. I have directed 
that a comprehensive scheme shall be laid before you, 
having in view the promotion of those objects towards 
which I invite your aid and co-operation." 

I.t is somewhat remarkable that the then Ministry, of 
whtch Lord Derby was the chief and Mr. Disraeli the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, did not survive to promulgate 
thP. scheme, which proposed theoretical rat.her than practical 
science, but that their successors, under Lord Aberdeen, 
issued it and commenced to carry it into effect. In 1853 
the Department of Science and Art was established under 
the direction of Mr. Cole. Since 1835 so-called Schools of 
Desig-n had been in being. These came under the new 
Department, and it was determined to establish science 

for i.n science, Dr. Lyon Playfair, the 
c?emtst, charged with the duty. Play

fatr :estgned 10 1858, and 10 1859 Mr. Cole induced a young 
Engmeer officer, Lieut. Donnelly, to undertake the inspec· 
tion and organisation of science instruction throughout the 
eountry. It was through this officer's untiring energy and 
zeal that the classes in science flourished and were added 
to at this early stage of the new historv. 
The same .energy was displayed by Donnelly during the 
whole of hts long career in the service of the State and I 
feel that it was fortunate for myself to have se;ved so 
many vears as I did •mder one to whom the country at 
larg-e owes a deep debt of gratitude. 

Not long ago he passed away from us, and there will be 
nu more lasting memorial to him than that which he him
self erected during his lifetime in the fostering of that form 
of education which is of such vital importance to the 
national well-being. 

To revert to history, I may record that the first science 
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examinations conducted by the State took place io :'day, 
>861, and, the system of grants being made on the results 
of e"amination having been authorised, the magnificent 
sum of tJool. was spent on this occasion on the instruction 
of 650 candidates, that number having been examined. 
Thus early was the system of examination commenced in 
thP. Department's career, and the method of payments on 
the results of these examinations stereotyped for many 
vears to come. There is reason to believe that the educa
iional experts of that day considered that both were essential 
and of educational value, a value which has since been 
seriously discounted. Employers of labour in this country 
were not too quick in discerning the advantages that must 
ultimately ensue from this class of educatioQ if properly 
carried out and encouraged. Theoretically they gave 
encouragement, but practically very little, and this survives 
t.l some extent even to the present day, Some of the fore· 
most employers, however, gave material encouragement to 

formation of classes, insisting on their employees attend
ing evening instruction ; but conspicuous above all was Mr. 
Whitworth, who, in 1868, placed in. the hands (lf the 
partment the sum of wo,oool., to be devoted to the creation 
of scholarships, which were to be awarded at the ann1.1al 
:\Iay examinations. The provise> made by him was that 
all competitors were to have had experience in practical 
work in an engineering establishment. Such candidates, 
it was evident, must have. found out their own weakness in 
education, and, by working in science classes, could make 
up their deficiencies, and the award of these scholarships 
would enable them to study further. Sir J. \\'hit worth was 
far-seeing and almost lived before his age, but the be.ncfits 
that he has conferred, not only on individuals, but on 
science and industries, by his generosity will make his 
name to be remembered for generations to come. To have 
been a >Vhitworth scholar gives an entree into various 
Government and engineering posts, and we have in the 
front rank of science men who have held these scholarships 
and whose names stand prominent in the development of 

Incidentally, I may say that no country but this, for very 
many years, considered that instruction in science for the 
artisan was a large factor in maintaining and developing 
industry. The educational interests of the employer and 
the foreman were, in some countries, well provided for, 
but the mechanic was merely a hand, and a " hand " 
trained tn merely practical work he was to remain. He 
could not aspire to rise beyond. \Ve may congratulate our· 
selves that such a " caste " system does not exist amongst 
ourselves. 

For the first twenty-five years of the Department of 
Science and Art the grants given by Parliament for science 
instruction were distributed almost entirely amongst those 
who were officially supposed to belong to the industrial 
classes, and no encouragement was offered to any higher 
class in the social scale. 

It would take me too long to show that at first the 
industrial classes were very shy of seizing on the advantages 
offered them. Suffice it to say that they had to be bribed 
bi the offer of prizes and certificates of success to attend 
instruction, and it was not for several years that the even
ing classes got acclimatised and became popular. 

The evening instruction was then largely attended by 
adults. That this was the case may be judged by the fact 
that the average age of candidates who obtained successes 
in advanced chemistry was about twenty-five and in 
elementary chemistry about twenty-one. I have alluded to 
the· apathy displayed by employers and by the artisans in 

early days of the Department of Science and Art. The 
causes which dispelled it in both emplovers and employed, 
in regard to science instruction, will be fount:\ in the follow
ing extract from a report by the Department of Science 
and Art:-

"The Paris Exhibition (1867) caused the work of this 
country to be brought into close comparison with that of 
the rest of the Continent, and in many points both of 
manufacture and of skilled labour it was found England 
dirl nqt stand in such a good position as she had !lone a few 

back. Dr. Playfair, in a letter to the Times, drew 
attention to this, attributing if m>t all the evil to the 
deficiency of our technical education among the artisan 
class. The substance of this letter was taken up by many 
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persons of influence during the autumnal recess, and it led 
to a ·of educational pahic, the cry for technical educa
tion becoming quite the absorbing topic among all circles 
and forming a considerable portion of the contents of all 
periodicals. Meetings were convened and addresses de
livered all over the country, and the question was so much 
ventilated that important changes were anticipated in the 
educational arrangements of the country during the corning 
session of Parliament, which unfortunately were put off on 
account of the debates on the Reform Bill of 1868. 

" The agitation necessarily brought forward the work of 
the Science Division of the Science and Art Department, 
and it is not a little remarkable how completely the system 
which had been growing up since 186o seemed to meet 
all the requirements of the case, and at the same time how 
few persons had any idea of its provisions in spite of all 
that had been done to spread a knowledge of the scheme. 

"There can be no doubt, hmvever, but that this six 
years' work had silently, though materially, effected· a 
change in the general tone of feeling on the subject of 
scientific education, ahd had been the means of preparing 

country for the 1867 agitation. The different feeling 
among the working-classes on the subject is forcibly shown 
in the Annual Report of the Science and Art Department. 
From this it appears that in 186o a pupil in one of the 
science classes in Manchester, a town usually looked upon 
as in advance of others, could hardlv continue his attend
ance at the class owing to the taunts of, and ill-treatment 
by his companions. :Severtheless, in the autumn of this 
year, 1867, hardly enough could be said or done to satisfy 

desire for science classes being formed for those very 
persons who, but six years befot:e,- had considered attend
ance at a Government science school as almost against the 
rules of their trade." 

Such was the account of 18"67 given by Mr. G. C. T. 
Bartley (now Sir G. Bartley, M.P.). The pl'!:l adopted by 
the Science and Art Department for encouraging instruction 
in science was perhaps the best that could be devised at the 
time, though we now know that it was capable of improve
ment. It may be mentioned that an improvement in it was 
made the next year by the introduction of a very large 
system of scholarships, scholarships which have enabled the 

in some instances to continue their studies· at 
universities, and several distinguished men owe their posi
tions to this aid. It was in this same year that Mr. v.·hit
wc>rth established his scholarships, as before described. 

I have endeavoured to give a brief resume of what was 
done during the first fifteen years of· the existence of the 
Science and Art ,Department, and it continued to expand 
its operations after 1868 on the same lines for another ten 
yeat:s. In 1876 your President became connected with the 

as a Science Inspector. I am sure the Section 
will forgive me if I am somewhat personal for a few 
tn<•ments. During the previous eight years I had had the 
honour of being a teacher of. some branches of physical 
science at the School Of :\lilitary Engineering, and my own 
training was such that I had formed a very definite opinion 
as to ho\\' science instruction should be imparted, both to 
those who had a good general education and also to those 
who had not. The method was the same in both : it 

be taught practically. I may say that though I had 
not myself had the advantage of being taught it at schnoi, 
I had learned all the science I knew practically, and I 
entered the Department fully impressed with this 
v.·henever possible I have until the present time endeavoured 
to impress this view on all who were in the work 
of the Department. :\fuch of the science that was tatJght 
in classes was largely book work and cram, 
and the throretical instruction as a rule was unillustrated 
b; experiment. This was undoubtedlv due to the s\'stem 
of payments being based on succesg ·at the examina-tions. 
J say that there were honourable exceptions to 
thts procedure. There teachers, then as now, who 
knew rlre mbjects they and who were inspired by 
a lave of their calling. I can in my mind's eye 
recall many such some of whom have joined the majority 
and others who are still at work and as successful now as 
then in the enthusiasm of their students. 

I am 'not one of those who think, as s9me do, that 
is entirely pernicious. A good· deal of what used 

to be taught at public schools in my days was cram. It 
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served its purpose at the time. in sharpening the memory, 
and was a· useful exercise, and it did not much matter if in 
after years much of it .JJas forgotten. If the cramming is 
in science, a few facts called back to mind in after life are 
better than never having had the chance at all. In fact, 
as the faded beauty replied to the born plain friend, it is 
better to be one of the "have beens '' than a "·never 
\Vasn 't." 

It was determined to make a vigorous onslaught against 
teaching that was unillustrated by experiment and to 
encourage practical teaching as far as could be done. 
Proper apparatus for illustrating lectures was insisted upon, 
and, with aid from the Department, was eventually pro
vided, though in some instances several years' pressure had 
to be exercised before it was obtained. I am bound to say 
that in many instances after it had been procured a surprise 
visit by the inspector during the hours of instruction often 
found that the lecture table was free from all encumbrance, 
and that the dust of weeks was upon the apparatus that 
should have been in use. This was sometimes due to the 
inability of the teacher to use the apparatus rather than to 
a wish to disregard the rules laid down by the Department; 
but usuallv it was due to the fact that the teacher found 
cram paid' best. I should like to say here that this statP 
of things does not Pxist at the present time, and that the 
training of science teachers by the Royal College of Science 
and by other institutions has completely broken down the 
excuses that were often offered at that time. 

The first grants for practical teaching were paid for 
chemistry. The practical work had to be carried out in 
properly fitted laboratories. There were not half-a-dozen 
at the time which really answered our purpose, and one of 
the earliest of work on which I was engaged was in 
assisting to get out plans for laboratory fittings. 
were very similar to those which I had designed for the 
School of Engineering several years before. 
Thanks to the Education Act of 1870 (I speak thankfully 
of the work that some of thP important School Boards have 
done in the past in taking an enlightened view of science 
instruction) there were some localities where the idea of 
fitting- up laboratories was received with fa\·our, and it was 
not long before several old ones were refitted, in which 
instruction to adults was given, and new ones establishPd 
in Board Schools for the benefit of the Sixth Standard 
ohildren. At that time an inspector's, like the 's, 
lot was not a happy one. \Ve had to refuse to pass labor
atories which did not fulfil conditions, though we left very 
fe\v " hard cases." 

until after the passing of the Technical Instruction Act 
in 1887 the Department aided schools in the purchase of 
the fittings of laboratories (both chemical and others), and 
year after year this help, which stimulated local effort, 
caused large numbers of new laboratories to be added to the 
recognised list. After six or seven years we had a hundred 
or more laboratories at work of what I mav call " sealed
pattern efficiency." I am not very partial to "Sealed patterns, 
but they are useful at times, for they tell peonle what is 
the least that is expected from them. The pattern was not 
without its dPfects; but laboratories, like other matters, 
follow the law of evolution, and the more recPntly fitted 
ones show that the experience gained whilst teaching or 
being taught in a sealed-pattern type has led to marked 
improvements. Personally I am of opinion that only neces
saries should be required, and I rebel against luxuries; for 
a student trained by means of the latter will, as a rule, in 
after life fail to meet with anything beyond the mere 
essentials for carrying on his work. 

The sealed pattern is practically in abeyance, though it 
can b!' trotted out as a bogey, and any properly equipped 
laboratory is recognised so long as it meets the absolute 
necessities of instruction. 

The half-dozen chemical laboratories which existed in 
1877 have now expanded to 349 physical and 7i4 chemical 
laboratories. These are spread over ali parts of England. 
I leave out Scotland and Ireland, as the science teaching 
is no longer under the English Board of Education. 

It is Ofliy fair to say that many of this large nurnbet' of 
laboratories are at present in secondary schools, regarding 
which I shall have to speak more at length. But the fact 
re01ains that in twenty-seven there has been such a 
growth of practical science teaching that some II20 
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laboratories have come ·into being. My in the 
Chair likes to call laboratories " workshops." I have no 
objection, but the reverse; for the word " laboratory," like 
" research," sounds too magnificent for what is really 
meant, and all education should more or less be carried 
out in ·workshops. 

The increase is as satisfactorv as it is remarkable. It 
was only possible to increase th.; nurn.bers in early days by 
gentle pressure and smooth things which, 
happily, did eventually come to pass. In later days the in
er.,ase has been almost automatic. The Technical Instruc
tion Act has called into being technical instruction com

who in many cases have taken up science instruc
tion in their districts in earnest. They, too, have had 
public money to allocate, and not a little has gone in the 
encouragement of practical education. It may, however, 
be remarked that had it not been for the preliminary work 
that had been done by the Science and Art Department it 
is more thail probable that the Technical Instruction Act 
of 18R7 would never have seen the light. 

A must now be made to removal of what 
will see was a great bar to the spread of sound 

instruction in everv class of school where science was 
taught. So long as the student's success in examination 
was the test which regulated the amount of the grant 
paid by the State, so long was it impossible to insist on 
aH-round practical instruction. It was impracticable to 
hold pracl ical exa:ninations for tens of thousands of students 
in some t:venty different subjects of science. The practical 
examination in chemistrv told its tale of difliculties. It was 
cnly when the Duke o( Devonshire and Sir John Gorst in 
1898 substituted for the old scheme of payments payment 
fc·r attendance, and in a large measure substituted inspec
tion for examination, that the DepartmPnt could still further 
press for practical instruction. For all elementary instruc
tir·n the test of outside examination dot>s more harm than 
gcod, and any examination in the work done by elementary 
students should be carried out by the teacher, and should 
be made on the absolute course that has been given. It 
seems to be useless or worse that an examination should 
cover more than this. Instruction in a set svllabus 
fer an OUtSidP examination has tO be COVered spoils the 
te:iching and takes away the liberty of method which a 

teacher should The literary work involved of 
questions, for an outside examiner, is also against 

the elementary student's success, and cannot be equal to 
that which may properly be expected from him a couple 
oi vears later . 

.-\dvanced instruction appears to be on a different foot
ing. The student in advanced science must have gradually 
obtainPd a knowledge of the elementary portions of the 
subject, and it. is not too much to ask him bevond the· 
inspeetion of his work to himself in deeeni English 
and to submit to examination from the outside; but even 
here the payment for such instruction should be. by an 
attendance grant tempered in some degree by the results of·· 
examination, since examiners arc not always to he trusted. 

The attendance grant was not viewed by some with great 
favour at first, and protests were received against its adop
tion, a favourite complaint being that it was sure to entail 
a loss of grant. One became suspicious that some of those 
who protested were that the last bulwark which 
defended the earning of grants by cram was being re
moved, and that inspection might prove more irksome than 
examination. This is past history now, and the new system 
works as smoothly as the old and with not more complaints 
than are to be always expected. 

As I have said, grants were for very many years supposed 
to be confined to aiding the instruction of the industrial 
classes, but this limitation was more nominal than real. 
It might probably be imagined that it was no very difficult 
task to distinguish an artisan and his children from students 
who belonged to the middle classes. This was not the case, 
however. Children belonging to the industrial class were, 
on joining a science class, obliged to state the occupation 
of the father, and it was no uncommon thing for fathers 
to be given brevet-rank by their children. Thus, a brick
layer's son would describe his father as a " builder," which, 
if true, ought to have brought him into the ranks of the 
middle class. These unauthorised promotions were one of 
the difficulties the inspector had to face when judging as 
to the stati.(S of the parents. This difficulty was large!}' 
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mu by a rule that all those who attended evening classes 
were supposed to be of the industrial class ; but as day 
classes increased the numbers of those who by no possibility 
could be of the artisan class also increased, and it became 
a very invidious duty of the inspector to put M.C. (:\fiddle 
Class) against the names of many. It was determined by 
superior authority that only those students or their parents 
who could claim exemption from income-tax should be 
reckoned as coming within the category of industrial 
students. In early days the qualification for abatement on 
income-tax was a much lower figure than it is to-day, and 
almost each succeeding Chancellor of the Exchequer has 
raised the figure of the mcome on which abatement 
could be claimed. To-day it is, I believe, 7ool. a year, 
bringing the official definition as to membership of the 
industrial classes to an absurditv. It became evident to the 
official mind, which some people are good enough to say 
works but slow!\·, that the definition milst be amended or 
rile limitation abolished. The progress of events happily 
made the abolition the better plan, and was the means of 
allowing inroads of science instruction to be made into 
secondary day schools. 

The history of these inroads I shall now give. Irr!ttruc
tion given in so-called organised science schools was origin· 
ally aided by the Department by means of a small Capita
tion Grant. These schools were supposed to give an 
organised course of science instruction, and the 
at examination determined the payment. They were not 
satisfactory as at first constituted, and they so dwindled 
awav in that in 18qo onlv some one or two were 
left.- A small increase in Capitation Grant in 1892 revived 
some of them, and a fair number existed in the following 
vear. There was no doubt, however, that the conditions 
under which the\' existed were most unfavourable for a 
sound education,- which ought not only to include science 
but also literary instruction. The latter was, in many 
schools, wholly owing to the fact that the grants 
earned depended on the results of examination, and so all 
the school time was devoted to grant earning. 

:\Jr. Acland, at this time Minister for Education, wa-s 
made awilre of this neglect to give a good general educa
tion, and as I was at that time responsible for science 
instruction I was directed to draw up a scheme for re
organising these schools and forcing a general as well as 
scientific education to be .:arried out. Baldly the scheme 
abolished almost entirely 1 payments on results of examin
iltion, and the rate of grant depended on inspection and 

Further, a certain ininimum number of hours 
had to be given to literary subjects, and another minimum 
t::> science instruction, a great deal of it being practical and 
having to be carried out in the " workshop." The pay
ments for science instruction were to be withheld unless the 
inspector was satisfied that the literary part of the educa
tion was gi\•en satisfactorily. 

The scheme was accepted and whilst the 
Roval Commission on Secondary Education was sitting, 
and if I mav bP. allowed to sav so, Mr. Acland 's tenure of 

would -be long for this innovation alone, 
since in it he took a wide departure from the traditional 
methods of the Department and created a class of secondary 
school which totally from those then existing. 
N·eedless to say the scheme was not received with favour 
on all sides, more especially by those who thought that 
serious damage would be done to secondary schools by the 
competition from rhis new development of secondary 
edueation. I am not ashamed to say that the disfavour 
shown on some sides made me rejoice, as it indicated that 
a move had been made in the right direction. At first it 
was principally the higher-grade Board Schools that came 
under the scheme, and in the first year there twenty
four of them at work. This type of school gradually in
creased until about seventy of them, and chiefly of a most 
efficient character, were in 1900. Their further 
increase was only arrested by the Cockerton judgment, now 
so well known that I need onlv name it. But here we come 
to a m·ost interesting development. State aid, as already 
said, was at first limited to the instruction of the industrial 
classes, but no limitation as to the status of the pupil was 
made in this new seheme for the schools of and 
logically this freedom was extended in 18<)7 to all instruc
tion .1ided by the Department-the date when all limitation 

1 Within the next four years they will entirely cease. 
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as to the status of the pupil was abolished, the only limit
ation being the status of the itself. Thus, . i.f a 
flourishing public school, charg1ng h1gh for 
were to apply to participate in the grant . by Parha

it may be presumed, it would have to be refused. 
The abolition of the restriction as to the status of the pupils 
left it open to poorly endowed secondary grammar schools 
to come under 'the new scheme. To a good many the 
additional income to be derived from the grant meant con
tinuing th<"ir existence as efficient, and for this reason, and 
oflen, I fear, for this reason alone, some claimed recognition 
as eligible. 

Such is an outline history of the invasion of science in
struction into certain secondary schools-an invasion which 
ought to be of great national service. In my view no 
general education is complete without a of those 
simple truths of science which speak to everyone, but usually 
pass unhe.,ded day by day. The expansion of the reason
ing lind observational powers of every tohild is :.s material 
to sound education :.s is the ,.xercise of the memorv or the 
acquisition of some smattering of a language. I· am not 
going into the question of curricula in schools, as I hope, 
reg-arding them, we shall have a full discussion. But of 
this I am sure, that no curriculum will be adequate which 
does not indudt> practical instruction in the elementary 
truths of srience. The !'resident of the Roval Sotoiet\•, in 
his last Annual Address, alluded to the 
that was being given in a vast number of secondary schools. 
Those who planned the system of education of those times 
<ieserve infinite credit for including all that it was possible 
to include. Jlad there been a df.velopmcnt of science in 
those days, one must believe that with the far-seeing 
wisdom they then displayed they would have included that 
which it is the desire of all modern educationists to include. 
Observationlll and Pxperimental sciem:e would have 
·assuredly found a place in the system. 

Qne, however, cannot help being struck by the broaden
ing of views in rt>gard to modern education that has taken 

1 
place in the minds of many who were certainly not friendly 

1 

t.) its devel opment. Perhaps in the Bishop of Hereford, 
when headmaster of Clifton, we have the most remarkable . 
early example of breadth of view, whi<:h he carried out in II 

a practical manner, surrounding himself with many of the · 
.ablest teachers of science of the day. There are other head· I 
masters who, though trained on the dassical side, have had 
the prescience to follow in his footsteps, and of free will ; 
but others there are who have neither the desire nor the 
intention, if not to do so, to move in the direc
tion which modern necessities indicate is essential for 
national progress. I lim inclined to think that the movc
·ment in favour of modernising education has been vrry 
largely quickened by the establishment of schools of science 
in connection with endowed schools and the desire for their 
foundation by the TPchnical Instruction Committees, who 
had the whisky money at thPir disposal, and who often 
.more than supplemented the parliamentary grants which 
these schools were able to earn. It was the circumstance 
that the new scheme was issued when many endowed 
schools were in low water that made it as successful as it 
has bPen. 

The number of schools of science increased so rapidly that 
it appeared there might be a danger of too many of this 
type being started on sufficient educational grounds. 
Science instruction was carried in them to such an advanced 
point and so many hours of the week were spent on it that 
thev brcame in some degree specialised schools. At least 
eil{ht hours a week had to be devotPd to science, tert tc 
literan- instruction, ><nd livf' to mathematics-an\' further 
time available COuJd be spent On any SPCtion that ·WaS COn
sidered desirable. For some pupils the time devoted to 
s:·ience is barely enough, but for others who intend to follow 
careers in which the literan· section should predominate it 
appeared that some curtailment of hours in the science 

might be uspfully allowed, and it berame a question 
how far such instruction might be without im- i 
pairing its soundness. much anxious thought it was 
considered that four hours per week, besides mathematics, 
was the very lellst tirnP that ought to be devoted to such 
instruction, and that thP. latter part of it should be practical 
work. A scheme embodying this modification was approved 
by the Lord President and the Vice-President whilst I was 
Principal Assistant Secretary for Secondary Education, and 
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smaller grants than those for schools of science were 
authorised in 1901 for those schools .which were prepared to 
adopt it. Ry the instruction has to be gh•cn only. 
in such subjects and to such an extent as is really necessary 
to form part of that gem•ral education of ordinary students 
who might not have to follow in industrial pursuits. This 
modified and shortened course has met with 
success. Some t27 sc:hools came under the scheme the first 
year, and I that there will be a considerable increase 
in numbers in the future. The establishment of schools ot 
science and of schools may be considered to be a great 
step taken in getting practical instruction in natural know
ledge introduced into secondary schools. The leaven ha> 
been placed in some 300 of them, and we may expet:t that 
all schools which may be eligible for State aid will gradually 
adopt one or the other. Though it is said that 
there is nothing in a name, I am a little doubtful as to 
whether the earmarking of science education as distinct 
from secondary is not somewhat of a mistake at 
the present day. For my own part, I should like to think 
that the days have passed when such an earmarking wa> 
necessarv or advi,;able. ThP. sciPnce to bP. taught in 
secondary schools should be part and pared of thP. secondary 
P.ducation, and it would be just as proper to talk of Latin 
and Greek instruction apart from secondary education as it 
is to talk of science instruction. One of the causes of the 
unpopularity of the Scicn<·e and Art was its 
too distinctive name. At the samt' time it would be most 
unwise at the pr...sent time, whPn the new Education Com
mittees are learning their work and looking to the central 
authoritv for a lead, for the State to alter the conditions 
on whic.h it makes its grants to these schools. It will re· 
quire at least a to pass before modernised educa· 
rion will be free from assault. If science instruction is 
not safeguarded for some time to come it runs a good chance 
of disappearing or being neglec ted in a good many schools. 
As to the schools which have no financial difficulties, it is 
hard to say what linf>s thPy may follow. Tradition may he 

strong in them to allow any material change in their 
<"ourses of studv. If it bP. true that the modern side of 
many a public school is made a refuge for the " incapables," 
and is considered inferior to the classical side, as some say 
is the case, such a side is practically useless in representing 
modern education in its proper light. Again, one at least 
of the ancient uni\•ersities has not shown much sympathy 
with modern ideas, and so long as she is content to 
her students ignorant of all else but what has been called 
medi::cval lore: so long will the schools which ff>ed her 
have no great inclination to change their educational 
schemes. 

If we would onlv make the uni,·ersities set the fashion 
the public schools bP. bnund to follow. Th£' universi
ties say that it is for the public schools to say what they 
want, and vice versa, and so mdther one nor the other 
chang... It appears to me that we must look to the modern 
uni,·ersities to lead the movement in favour of that kind 
of education which is best fitted for the after life of thP. 
large majority of the pPople of this country. If for no 
other reason, we must for this one hail the creation of two 
more univc"ities where thP. local ities will bP. able to impress 
on the authorities their ne<:'ds. The large majority of those 
whose \"iPws I share in this matter arc not opposed· to or 
distrust the good ellects of those parts of education which 
dat '' from ancient times. The great men who have come 
under their sway are living proofs that they can be effective 
now as they hav.e been in times past, hut we look to the 
.production of greater men by the removal of the limitations 
which tradition sets. I myself gratefully acknowledge 
what the public school at which I had my early education 
did for me, but I think my g-ratitude would he more intense 
had I been given some small elementary instruction in that 
natural knowledge which has had to be picked up here and 
there in after life . 

TherP is onP type of college which I have not alluded to 
before, and that is the tPchnical institutes. These have 
been fostered by the localities in which they are situated, 
and been largely supported by the whisky money, supple
mPntcd by Goverl'lmcnt aid. I am glad to see that in the 
last regulations of the Board of Education these colleges 
will receive grants for higher scientific instruction, and I 
have no doubt that in the near future such institutions and 
schools of science will receive a block .grant, which will 
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give them even s till greater freedom than they now enjoy. 
These are colleges to which students from secondary schools 
will gradually find their way, where they wish for higher 
education of a type different from that to be gained at a 
univers ity. 

I have endeavoured to give a brief historical sketch of 
what the State has done in helping forward instruction in 
natural knowledge amongst the industrial classes, adults 
and children, and how gradually its financial aid has been 
extended to secondary schools. I have also endeavoured to 
indicate the steps by which practical instruction has been 
fostered by it. I have done this because I am confident 
that ninety-nine educationists out of every hundred have 
but little idea what the State has been doing for the last 
fiftv years. Some connected with secondary schools-! have 
per'sonal knowledge--were until lately ignorant that the 
State had offered advantages to them of a financial nature. 
I may say that the work of the late Science and Art De
partment was largely a missionary work. It was abused, 
sometimes rightly but more often wrongly, for this very 
work, and it had more abusers at one time probably than 
any other Government Department. Evf'n friends to the 
movement of modernising education found fault with it as 
antiquated and slow, but I can assure you that no greater 
mistake can be made in pressing forward any movement 
by any hurried change of front or by endea vouring to push 
forward matters too rapidly. In the first place, the Treasury 
naturally views untried changes with suspicion, and this 
fa<:t has to be dealt with more particularly when there is 
no great expression of public opinion to reckon with. At 
the same time it cannot be stated too strongly that the 
Treasurv has in recent vears dealt in a friend! v and 
enlighte'ned spirit with all· matters which could affect the 
spread of science. Again, there is a hostility to great and 
rapid changes in the minds of those whom such changes 
affect. 

Thf' policy must always be to progress as much as is 
possible without rousing too great an o pposition from any 
quarter, and I think it will be seen that the progress made 
during the last twenty-five years has, by the various annual 
inrreme·nts, been perhaps more tha n could have been hopep 
for. and gives a promise for even more rapid advances in 

future. 
:\s an appendix to this Address I have given a brief 

.epitome of the increases in students, in schools, in labor
arid in grants which have taken place since t86t. 

If to the last be added the amount spent out of the whisky 
money additional half million may be reckoned. 

It will seen that the progress made has been gradual, 
but satisfactory, and that, if we showed some of the results 
graphically, weighted according to the circumstances of 
their date, and dared make an extrapolation curve of future 
results, we should have a complete justification for pro
phesying hopefully. 

The yuestion of the supply of science teachers has already 
b"en referred to. My remarks I should like to supplement 
by saying that in the greater number of schools teachers 
are to be found who have been trained at the Royal 
of Science, and mostly at public expense-some through 
scholarships gained by competition and some through train
ing selected teachers. The success of the movement for the 
introduction of science instruction in schools depended on 
thr. proper supply of teachers, and even now the demand for 
men possessing the highest teaching in science 
is greater than the supply. It may be said, I think, that, 
our science teachers from the college have one special 
qualification, and that is, that besides the knowledge of 
science, practical and theoretical, that they have acquired 
they have lived in an atmosphere of wha t is called research, 
and which might be called original investigation. Pro
fessors, assistants, and students alike are impregnated with 
it, and when the teacher so trained takes up his duties in 
his school he still retains the " reek " of it. True instruc
tion in science should, as I have before said, be practical, 
and practical instruction should certainly include original 
inquiry into matters old or new. The teacher who retains 
the " reek " is the teacher who will prove most successful. 
It will thus be seen that the State had the task before it 
not only of introducing instruction in science, but of train: 
ing teachers to give such instruction. This problem is the 
same as now exists in Ireland, and the experience gained in 
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England cannot but be of the greatest use to those at the 
head of Irish technical education. 

Before concluding there is one subject that I must lightly 
touch upon, and that is the supply of teachers other than 
science teachers. The Education Act of tl:>7o gave the 
power to elementary schools to train ,JUpil who in 
the process of time would become teachers, etther by enter
ing into a training college by means of a King's Scholar
ship or, less satisfactorily, by examination. In large towns 
the need of a proper training for pupil teachers has. been 
felt, and gradually pupil teacher centres we_re. estabhshed, 
principally by School Boards, where the could ?e 
carried out more or less completely; but 111 the rural dis
tricts and smaller towns the pupil teacher has had to he 
more or self-taught, and except in rare cases " self
taught " means badly taught. The Trai·ning College 
authorities make no secret of the fact that one the 
years during which the training of the teacher 1s earned 

)()Ut has to be de,·oted more or less to instructing the pupils 
in subjects they ought to have been 
entered the college. Thus all the and spee1al In
struction which is given has to be practically . s?ortened, 

.and the teacher leaves the college with less tramtng than 
he should have. 

ThP. new Education Act has put it in the power of t_he 
educational authorities to the defects in the tra1_n· 
ing of pupil It m_uch be hoped tha_t Counc1ls 
will separately or to cornb1n_at1on e1ther form centres 
for the trai ning of an pup1l tt'"achers or else g1ve scholar
ships (perhaps aided by thP; to them , to h_ei?. at 
some secondary school r .. ce1vtng the grant for _a_nd 
recognisPd by the Board of as _efl1ctent. l he
latter plan is one which commends 1tself, as 1t ensures that 
the stud(•nt sh;dl associate with others wh_o are not pre
paring for the same call.ing _in _life,_ and Will prevPnt_ that 

of mind wh1ch 1s mentable where years are
·spent in the one atmosphere of .. The non
residential training college, where. tratntng the 
teachPr is carried on at some umvers1ty college, IS an 
attempt to give breadth of view to him, if. attempted 
in the earliest yPars of a teacher's career 1t w1ll be even 
more successfu l. All teaching requires to be improved, an? 
tile first step to take in this diredion is to educa te the_ pup1l 
teacher from his earliest day's for m
Ruence in after year.s will not only be felt 111 that _elemen
tarv, but will also penetrate into second_ary In 
regard to the additions which are requ1red _elementary 
education, and which require the proper the 
pupil teacher, I must refer you to a report Will be 
presented to the SE'ction. The task of pup1l teachers 
is one which requires the earnest and und<v1ded thought of 
the new Education Committee,. . . 

111 the earnest Address gi,·en by my predecessor m th1s 
Chair he broug·ht forward the of 
education and of the reyuirements for.:' career m 
a trencha nt manner and with an wh1ch I . ran not 
emulate. \Vith much of what he satd I _ agree but 
I cannot forget that, after all, the detatls of edu_cat1on are 
fl) some extent matters of opinion, though the matn fe:Jtures 
are not . \\"e must be content to see advances made 111 the 
directions on which the majori:y of 11_1en and 
e·ducational experts are agr<'Pd. Great have a lread) 
been made in educating the public both 111 method s and 
subjects, but a good deal more remains to be . 

It may be expected, for instanr:. tha_t the reg1strat1on of 
teachf'rS will lead to increased efficiP.ncy tn secondary sc_hools, 
ahd that the would-be teacher, fresh from rollege, w1!l not 
gf't his training by practising on the unfortunate chtldren 
he may be told off to teach. It may also be expected that 
such increased efficiency will have to be vouched for by 
the thorough inspection is now u!'der the Board 
of Education Act, by the Board, ?Y a un1vers1ty, or by some 
such recog-nised body. It agatn may be that 
parents will _gradually waken up to _the of 
tf'acher 's reg1ster and the value of 1nspcct1on, and th,lt 
those schools will flourish best which can show that they 
too appreciate the advantages of each. . . 

I have to crave pardon for having fa1led to g1ve an 
Address which is in any way sensational. I ha\·e 
it better to review what has been done in the past w1thtn 
my own knowledge, and with this in my mind I cannot 
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but prophesy that the future is more than n?w that 
the public is beginning to In educatiOn. It 
will demand. and its wants wtll be supphed. 

APPENDIX. 
Number of Schools of Science and their Grants. 

Higher I Endowed 'I Technical Total 
Grade S.condary_ Institutes; Schools . Total Grants 
Schools Schools ! . i 

Year 

---i---1--->···- ····--' ;; 
53 ' JO 

1 

29 1 I 2 39, I 6j 
6g so 49 

1 

r6!! 98,849 
63 106 43 212 IJ8,8J3 

so 119 __ 
Number of Schools tcachi11g 

Year 
Shortened Course of Science. 

1902 

1903 

Number of Laboratories recognised. 

Year i Chemistry I . 
1\Ietallurgy I ________ , _____ , ____ ----·-- --

188o '33 
669 
722 
7S8 

I 
I 

37 
37 
39 

219 
291 
320 

_ _____ __ ! __ .. ______ ,. __ __ 

17 
26 
34 

Grants paid for Science Instrucfion. 

No. 
127 

184 

4 
10. 
14 

- · -- . --·---- ·-- --- -------- -·-·-------
Year Amount t_ Year Amount 

----- --
£ 

I' 
£ x86o 709 1890 103,453 

lll70 20,118 

rl 

1895 142,543 
1875 42,474 1901 212,982 
188o 40,229 1902 240,822 
1885 6J,J64 li 

-'--------------·--------

THE GERMAN ASSOCIATIO.V r!T CASSEL 
THE seventy-fifth meeting of the German Assodation for 

the :\th·ancement of Science and :\ledicine took place 
in brilliant weather in the picturesque town of Cassel. By 
Sururday evening, September 19, members and associates 
began to arrive, and on Sunday a large number of gaily 
coloured " rosettes " were visible in the streets. Advantage 
was taken of this gathering of men of science to present to 
Prof. Graebe, of Geneva, an address on the completion of 
the twenty-fifth year of occupancy of his chair of chemistry, 
and l\1. :\!oissan, of Paris, on behalf of the Chemicul Society, 
conveyed to him the Lavoisier medal of the Institute of 
Fran ce. Prof. Graebe, who, in conjunction with Prof. 
Liebermann, of Berlin, achieved the first important chP.mical 
srnthP.sis-that of artificial alizarine--was an old assistant 
o"f Prof. v. Baeyer, of :\funich, who then occupied the chair 
of chemistry in the Gewerbc Akademie in Berlin. Prof. 
v. Baever, in his opening address, directed special attention 
to the· cooperation of men of science with technologists, 
which was the fruit of this important synthesis-a cooper
ation which has had enormous influence on the develop
ment both of German science and industrv. The rector of 
the University of Geneva followed, and he mentioned that, 
during the twenty-five years of Prof. Gracbe's tenure of 
the chair, he had published 196 memoirs on chemical sub
jens, while more than 400 papers were published by workers 
in his laboratory. Prof. :\Ioissan, who, as delegatP. of the 
Academic des Sciences, handed to Prof. Graebe the 
Lavoisier medal, referred in an eloquent speech to the great 
influence which Graebe's work has had in developing 
synthetical organic chemistry, and after the presentation 
of addresses from the Roval Academv of Sdcnces of Bavaria, 
from the German Chenl"ical Societ}•, from the Societies of 

1 In 1902 r2-4 13ool. was paid. 
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Geneva and Frankfort, and from the Cniversity of 
Lausanne, Prof. Graebe received from the chairman a gold 
plaque, engraved with his portrait, and from M. Afl!e 
Pictet on behalf of his old students, a bound copy of hts 
own papers. Dr. Brunck, on beha_lf of the ." Bad_ische " 
Chemical Company, of which he 1s 
addP.d a tribute to Graebe from the pomt of vtew of 
technology, and in an eloquent reply Prof. _Graebe ex
pressed his gratitude and. stxty of the 
audience remained to a dmner g1ven m honour of Prof. 
Graebe at which numerous toasts were drunk, and the 
proceedings were kept up until a late hour. 

members and associates met for the first time on 
Sunday evening, September 20, in the grounds of the 
Hessian Brewery, where a large hall had been adapted for 
the purpose of the general meetings, and on Monday _morn
ing after words of welcome from Prof. Hornstein, of 
Ca;sel, the local secretary, from President von Trott zu 
Solz from the mavor and others, the president of the 

Prof. nln 't Hoff, returned in the name 
of the Association. An address was then delt•·pred by Prof. 
Ladenburg on the influence of science on our views ?f li_fe. 
The address treated of the gradual development of 
knowledge and its opposition by the church; the necess1ty 
of education in the phenomena and laws of nature, and the 
insignificant position of man among natural 
the doctrine of the immortalitv of th<' soul and the d1cta 
of science on the subject. He. contended that Christianity 
alone had been unable to induce mankind to accept the 
doctrine of liberty, equality, and fraternity, and that this 
doctrine, indispensable for our future must be 
the future object of scientific endeavour. I he general 
opinion of the audience appeared to be that Prof. Laden
burg's address was unnecessary, and that he had assumed 
for science an infallibilitv similar to that claimP.d by the 
Apostolic See. The second address, by Prof. Ziehen, ?f 
Ctrecht treated of impressions and sensations, and thetr 
connecti'on with the surface of the brain. Sensations may 
be termed positive or negative, according as they produce 
pleasant or unpleasant emotions, and their intensity depen?s 
less on the degree of of o,f, the bratn 
affected than on the capacity for d1scharge or com
munication with other regions. " ?\ egative " sensations are 
more numerous than positive: . the lerturrr attempted to 
prov<' this by ,the fad that, in l;erman, words un
pleasant arc more numerous than . those der;ote 
pleasant sensations. But up to now tt. had been tmp?sstblP 
to brirlge the gap between the mechamsm of the bratn and 

sensations and perceptions. 
In the afterncon the sections and in the evening thP 

opera of " Tannhiiuser " was performe? in the th_eatre. 
September 21 was devoted to sec.t!Onal and .'n the 
ev<'ning the members and nssoctatcs dtned together m the 
" Fcsthalle," and many toasts were proposed. On the 
morning of the next day addresses were delivered by Prof. 
l'enck, ·of Vienna, on geological time ; by Prof. Schwalbe, 
of Stra ssburg, on the early history of man ; and by Dr. 
Alsberg, of Cassel, on inherited degeneration as a con
sequence of social influences. On the morning of Sep
tember 24 the medical side of the congress was represented 
bv Dr. Allan i\!acfadven, who gavP an address on intcr

toxines · bv Dr. Paul Jensen, on the physiological 
action of light;' ari'd by Dr. Rieder, on the curative results 
obtained bv treatment with light. 

Later in· the morning, in order to open a discussion on 
th<' place of mechanics in our views of nature, papers ":ere 
read bv Dr. Schwarzschild, of Gi:ittingen, on astronomical 
mechanics, bv Prof. Sommerfeld on technical mechanics, 
and by Prof: Otto Fischer on physiological mechanics. 
Dr. Schwarzschild began by stating tha t ?\ ewton 's law of 
gravitational attraction still remains the leading factor in 
astronomy' and every observation only serves as a confirm
ation of its correctness. It has been proved to be correct 
to two parts in one hundred millions. The chief aim of 
astronomical mechanics is to reprcsent exactly the actual 
path of the planets. But the classical " of the 
Heavens" fails, ,fit is applied to very long periods of time. 
The formul<e which are applied would, if extended, point 
to a destruction of the planetary system. There arc, how
Pver, two reasons for believing that such a conclusion would 
be incorrect. The problem of " secular disturbances " was 
solved by Lagrange, and that of " commensurabilities " 
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